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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 

 

 

I want to thank all of the  sponsors and 

contributors that make this publication possible. 

It is a privilege to  read all of the submissions 

that I receive  for this literary labor of love. 

This issue is a tribute to my paternal Aunt who 

passed this last May. She is the artist of issue and 

her art is on the front of this issue. 

I would like to announce that my first novel  

will be out this month.: 

The Adventures of Dr, Dorothy Jarrod 

Volume 1 

The Oracle  

It will be available in bookstores and as an  

E book. 

I hope to have your support. I will be in local 

bookstores for signings in 2020. Check the 

website bohemianrenaissance.com for times 

and dates! 

 

Please feel free to submit anytime to 

bohemianlitmag@gmail.com. 

Visit our web site at bohemianrenaissance,com 
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 INTERATION ZERO 

CHAPTER ONE 

Jamal W. Hankins 

 

Eyes adjusting to the dim red and blue lighting of the Stasis Block, Cameron stumbled down from her chamber 

on shaky legs, naked and shivering. She steadied herself through sheer willpower as the nearly impenetrable fog of 

deep sleep receded from her mind. 

She stood amongst a row of occupied stasis chambers. Thick wires and tubing, like snakes, coiled their way in 

and out of the towering machines literally humming with life. The metal floor was cool beneath her feet and her 

caramel skin, dewy in the misty air. She took a deep breath, flexed her toned muscles back to life, and exhaled. She 

felt...refreshed. 

"Name?" A female's voice echoed through the room seemingly from every direction. 

Cameron snapped to attention, stiff with hands at her sides. "Cameron." 

"Function?" 

"Commander and Pilot." 

"Iteration?" 

"Zero." She raised her chin proudly. 

That was something not many Genies, if any at all except Just Born, could claim. It’s significance not only 

highlighted Cameron’s uniqueness but also how deadly she was. 

There was an abrupt rasp of static, then silence until— 

"What did you dream about?" A male's voice reverberated around the room deep and ominous. 

Cameron's features hardened at her Master's question. "War." 

"Excellent. Get ready." 
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~ 

Cameron fastened the straps and clips of her 

combat suit’s breast plate. It's purplish-blue armor was a 

stark contrast to her crimson hair and piercing grey eyes. 

Already intimidatingly tall, the alloy heel’s of her boots 

put her well over six feet. 

She was considered a perfect weapon amongst 

the Genie ranks. An expert physical combatant coupled 

with an array of psychic abilities. A hyper focused mind 

and a cold heart made her, and her team, first pick for 

the most crucial missions that would be suicidal for any 

others. 

She wondered how many beings would die 

today, or more accurately, how many she would have to 

kill. She wasn’t bothered by it at all, of course. It really 

didn’t matter. Killing was what she was made for, but as 

of her last couple of missions, and for reasons unknown 

to her as of yet, the question was becoming more 

prominent in her mind. 

The reinforced door to her armory slid open with 

a resonating hum. She looked over her shoulder to see 

two naked women entering; Miyako14, an Asian female, 

putting her long blonde and pink hair into a bun and 

bangs, and Vyra6, a Latin woman, with short shaggy 

brown hair nearly concealing her green eyes. 

They stopped in their tracks and saluted with 

fists to their chests. "Commander!" 

Cameron turned to her subordinates looking 

them over with a keen eye. "Sleep well?" 

"Adequately." Vyra6 nodded then headed for her 

locker. 

Miyako14 continued fixing her hair. "Just glad to 

be awake!” 

"Indeed." Cameron adjusted her fingers in her 

cut-off gloves. 

"So, what's our mission?" Miyako14 stared up at 

her anxiously with vibrant blue eyes. 

“In due time, Miyako.” Cameron cracked her 

knuckles. “In due time.” 

~ 

Cameron met the course already plotted in her 

Strike-ship's Nav-System with a scowl and noted it 

would take her team to a small moon on the outskirts of 

Human space. She worked the controls in prep for a 

Warp Jump to get her mind off the small infringement 

on her territory. 

As little a thing as it was, it grated her nerves. No 

one touched her ship but her and her team, in any way. 

Everyone knew that. Their mission must be of some 

great importance for her rule to be broken.  
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Reasons had better be damn good, she frowned. 

Just behind her, to the left and right, Vyra6 and 

Miyako14 manned their stations in the small cockpit 

amongst lit screens and blinking lights. 

"Miyako.” Cameron leaned towards her. 

"Scanners, communications, propulsion, and ship's 

AI are green." 

"Vyra." 

"Weapons, shields, and counter-measures are also 

green." 

"Good. Signal us ready." 

"Yes, Commander." Vyra6 acknowledged. 

Cameron's gaze drifted from her controls out to the 

endless depths of space just on the other side of the 

cockpits thick reinforced glass. Darkness stared back at 

her, speckled with pin-pricks of light. 

A lifetime ago, she gave up on wondering what all 

was out there. What was the point? She went where she 

was sent, did what she was told, then went back under 

stasis until the next time she was…un-holstered. Never 

straying from that path, that’s been her life for the past 

ninety-seven years. She’d seen so much death and very 

little life, all by design she knew, and though it was 

getting…redundant, to say the least, it was what she 

craved to do most; also, she knew, by design. 

"Morning, ladies!" A gruff voice shot over the 

ship's com system. 

Cameron nodded. "Anthony." 

"How are my favorite Genies? I hope y'all enjoyed 

your beauty sleep ‘cause you're about to be thrown in the 

fire." 

"Are we ever thrown anywhere else?" Miyako14 

retorted. 

He chuckled. "No, I guess not, but this ones hotter 

than usual." 

Cameron cleared her throat and the mood with it 

leaving silence in her wake. There was no time for banter. 

"What's the mission, Anthony?" 

"That's coming up, Cam, but Knight's leading this 

one." 

"Knight?" Vyra6 exclaimed. The shock on her face 

betrayed her normally cool exterior. 

The cockpit became oddly quiet and even without 

her empathic powers Cameron could feel the tension 

radiating from her subordinates as it filled the space 

between them. Vyra and Miyako rarely, if ever, interacted 

with their Squad Master. His orders usually came through 

Cameron or Anthony. She could understand 
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their...surprise, but she didn’t like them expressing it. 

"Team." The same ominous voice that asked 

Cameron about her dreams in the Stasis Block poured 

through the com-system. 

"Yes, Master?" All three women answered. 

"You are headed to The Pinnacle, a HuGo lab on 

a small moon in the early stages of colonization." 

Cameron's view screen flared to life with a 

rotating image of a large structure. 

"A new organism was birthed here, of our own 

creation, but the situation has become 

rather...catastrophic in terms of its development." 

”How so?" Cameron cocked an eyebrow. She 

could easily guess the answer, but she wanted to hear 

the official one. HuGo scientists were always pushing 

their limits and usually to fatal ones. About which, she 

wouldn’t complain at all as it was how she and her kind 

came to be. 

"Last communication with the lab," Anthony 

spoke up. "before it went into security lock down an 

hour ago, reports the organism as beyond their control 

and extremely hostile. Facility Personnel were taking 

massive casualties, and even more were becoming 

infected." 

"Infected?" Vyra6 questioned, curiosity lacing 

her voice. 

"The organism" Knight began. "so far, has the 

ability to genetically mutate any life form it encounters. 

At least, it has thus far, and the resulting mutations 

possess that same ability creating an endless viral cycle 

that we have yet to fully understand or develop a cure 

for." 

“How many personnel are assigned to The 

Pinnacle?” Cameron touched the structures image on her 

view screen causing it to switch to a blueprint schematic 

detailing its many floors and rooms. 

“Two Hundred.” Anthony answered. “Lab 

Techs, Maintenance, Engineering, Administrative, and 

Security.” 

“The Pinnacle was made to house many more,” 

Knight took over. “But this organism was a special 

project, so only a limited number or resources were 

assigned to it for secrecy.” 

"So," Miyako14 chimed in. "Everyone in The 

Pinnacle could be infected and mutated by now for all 

we know. That’s nearly two hundred hostile mutations, 

and if those things manage to breach the lock down..." 

"The Colonists will be next." Vyra6 finished. 

“We can’t let that happen.” There was genuine concern 
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in her voice. A concern that made her amazing at her job 

of Combat-Medic. 

Cameron stared at the rotating image of The 

Pinnacle on her screen, her mind processing the 

situation. "But, this is bigger than the Colonists." She 

leaned back in her seat. "If it or its mutations were to 

somehow make it off that moon..." 

"Precisely." Knight intoned. "All known life in 

the galaxy will be at risk." 

A stark silence reinforced the weight of the 

situation which Cameron conceded was good enough 

reason for someone to touch her Nav-System. 

She frowned in thought, then switched The 

Pinnacle's image off her screen. "So, what is your will, 

Master?" 

"Infiltrate The Pinnacle," He started. "Retrieve as 

much research data on the organism as possible, 

evacuate any survivors, but most importantly, kill the 

organism, all of its mutations, and anyone who may be 

infected. Do not let them escape the lab. That is 

paramount." 

“So, uh, what does this thing look like?” 

Miyako14 asked, brow furrowed in speculation. 

Knight cleared his throat. “That’s hard to say. 

Not only can it mutate other organisms, but by ingesting 

a target creature’s DNA, it can mimic them as well or 

morph into any combination of sampled organisms to 

make a new form.” 

“Fascinating…” Vyra6’s said, her gaze turned 

inward, her mind at work behind it. Cameron glanced 

back at her and she quickly blinked out of her thoughts 

and composed herself. 

“At any rate, I’m sure you’ll know it when you 

see it.” Knight offered. 

"Understood." Cameron initiated the Warp 

Engine. A deep vibration rippled through the ship and 

she adjusted herself in her seat. "How is the infection 

passed?" 

"Bodily fluids. Blood, saliva, through ingestion 

or breach of skin." 

"Any VIP's we should look out for?" Vyra6 

inquired. 

"Yes. Doctor Aaron Saul.” Knight said, and the 

picture of a rather young looking man popped up on 

Cameron’s screen. “He’s the organism’s lead creator. He 

is the best shot we have for developing a cure for the 

mutation or at least a way to stop it." 

Cameron studied the picture. The scientist was 
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rather young looking, too young of a Human to be in 

his position she thought. Light skinned with close 

cropped hair, his eyes hazel bore an intensity she’d 

seen before in many other scientists, soldiers, and 

civilians alike, and it usually meant trouble. 

"If he's still alive,” She switched the picture of 

her screen. “We'll bring him back." Then, she  

modified the course in her Nav-system which would 

get her team to the moon ten minutes earlier than 

what was originally pre-set. 

That’s why no one should touch my ship. 

"Team, listen." Knight stole their attention 

again. "HuGo Command has allotted you four hours 

to complete this mission. Upon success, a Cleanup 

Team will be sent in to recover the lab." 

"And if we exceed four hours?" Cameron 

asked, once again wanting an official answer. 

"If we do not hear back from you within the 

allotted time, or you do not complete your mission 

before then, HuGo Command will send in a fleet to 

obliterate the moon from orbit. They will not chance 

the organism, its virus, or its mutations getting off the 

moon's surface." 

"So then, it's total annihilation of the lab, the 

colony, and us." Miyako14 snickered. "No pressure at 

all.” 

"Master, you know where we stand on all 

this," Vyra6 spoke up. "But what about the 

colonists?" 

"Considering the threat this organism poses, 

HuGo deems them an acceptable loss. So, it’s up to 

you three to make sure we don't have to take that 

loss." 

"When does the clock start?" Cameron 

gripped the Strike-ship's steering controls. 

"As soon as you reach The Pinnacle." 

She glanced back at her team, their faces were 

set with focus and determination.  

"Got it. Let's go." 

Check out the next issue to see  what 

happens next! 

Like  Jamal Hankins’ work? 

Try: 

Scriberglyph.com 
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INVASION OF PRIVACY 

CANDACE HARDIN LITTLEJOHN 

 

“Hey, what are you doing?” 

 I shouted from the kitchen window as a person in a ski mask systematically sifted through my garbage can.  
Mildly, the eyes inside the mask viewed me, not so much as a threat, but as an amusement. 

I picked up a frying pan from the stove and ran out the door, determined to put an end to this strange invader.  
The ski mask smirked, if a mask could smirk, stuffed some papers into his or her pocket and ran toward the 
street. A black sedan screeched to a stop, with the door flung open. The masked one jumped in and pulled 
the door closed. The driver floored it and was out of sight before I could get close enough to get a tag num-
ber. 

I stood in the street, panting from my exertion.  For the last two months, strange happenings had plagued me. 
This was only the last of many. 

Yesterday, a pair of my pants, hanging outside to dry, were removed from the line and shredded, leaving all 
but one piece on the ground. The only witness to this act was my new dog, Scruffy. 

A few days before, I was at the drug store, and a man appeared to have a seizure or attack in the aisle where I 
was shopping. When I returned with the pharmacist, he was gone. The pharmacist looked at me like I had 
cried wolf, because there was no trace of anyone else in the store. However, my shopping cart had been ri-
fled through and some items thrown on the floor.  

Those were a few of the weirdest, but I had been getting hang up calls at odd hours, and hearing noises more 
often in the night. 

I returned to the house, more than a little shook up with this new encounter. What could possibly be so inter-
esting in my garbage? Why would someone wear or need a mask, and have a getaway car so accessible? I 
shook my head, puzzled but not enlightened.  

Nevertheless, weird or not, life would go on, and I had plans to meet some friends a little later for dinner.   

I got undressed and stepped into the shower. Scruffy sighed and settled down to rest beside the tub. I was 
sure everything would look better after a hot shower. 

After bathing and primping, I gathered my purse and car keys. Scruffy danced at my feet, wanting to go with 
me. 

“No, Scruffy, Mama will be back a little later. You stay and watch the house.” I set the alarm and locked the 
door behind me. 

I arrived at The Place, and parked my car. The Place was where everyone hung out on weekends in our 
small town.  It was the only restaurant in town that served alcohol, probably accounting for its popularity. 

I stepped into the door and looked around. Jackson stood up and waved. I didn’t register him until he called 
out my name, “Klaire, over here!” 

 He was already seated with Nora and Tom. 

 Jackson and I had been flirting around with each other for a while. We had met through Tom, as they were 
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coworkers, albeit for a short while. He had recently 
transferred to Concord from the company’s corpo-
rate office in Nashville. 

  I had been Nora’s maid of honor when they mar-
ried three months ago. I always thought it strange 
that Nora asked me, as we had not been friends for 
very long. We had only met a few months before at 
aerobic class, and I was surprised that she did not 
have a best friend or relative to fill the position. She 
and Tom had moved here from Kentucky about four 
months ago. 

Jackson pulled out my chair. Everyone started talk-
ing, and soon we were having a great time.  Drinks 
flowed around the table, lubricating the conversa-
tion.  

I felt Jackson’s eyes on me throughout the meal. It 
made me a little uncomfortable. Nora caught my 
eye and gave me a knowing wink, causing me to 
blush. 

He was always watching me, but had not made a 
move to ask me out for a solo date. We had only 
interacted through mutual friends for dinner or 
drinks.  

Dinner started to wind down, and the checks were 
passed around.  

Nora said, “I have that new movie you were asking 
about in our car. Why don’t we go over to your 
house and watch it? You have that new flat screen.” 

“Sure,” I agreed. “Let’s go.” 

“Am I invited too?” Jackson asked. 

“Of course.” I replied. 

We paid up and piled into our respective vehicles. 

We arrived. Scruffy danced attendance, excited at 
the sights and smells of newcomers. 

Nora and I went into the kitchen to fix the popcorn 
and soft drinks while the guys set up the living 
room for the movie. 

We returned to the living room. I had a tray full of 
snacks and drinks. I set it on the coffee table. 

 Jackson got up and moved to the picture window. 
He opened the curtains wide, and said, 

“This is a great window.” 

I started to reply when Nora grabbed me from be-
hind, holding a knife to my neck. Shots came in 
through the window, and I saw that Tom had pulled 
a gun from his jacket, and he was pointing it at me! 

 Jackson saw it too and rolled, going for a full body 
tackle on Tom. They grappled for the weapon, as I 
struggled against Nora and the knife. 

“Give me the chip!” Nora demanded. 

“What are you talking about, what chip?” I 
screamed, “We made popcorn.” 

The door burst open and the room was full of men 
in dark jumpsuits, carrying automatic weapons. 

“CIA, drop your weapons.”  The men drew down on 
Nora and I saw the red light dance against the wall. 

Jackson had Tom pinned to the wall and was in the 
process of removing the gun from his hand. 

Nora tightened her grip on me as my legs started to 
buckle. She was dragging me toward the back door. 

“I’ll kill her, back off.”  

I screamed and felt the blade draw blood against my 
neck.  Everyone stood still; ready to take the next 
step. 

Nora continued to pull me toward the back door. It 
was obvious she was going to escape, using me as a 
shield.  My eyes searched frantically for something 
to use as a weapon. I was not going with her with-
out a fight.  I had to do something or I would be at 
her mercy. I collapsed, letting my legs go out from 
under me, leaving her to try and support us both. 
She stumbled and fell on top of me.  I twisted to try 
to get out from under her. I heard a crash; Nora 
groaned and stopped fighting me. 

A SWAT team officer had burst through the kitchen 
door and clubbed her with the handle of his pistol. 

Everything went black for a moment. The next thing 
I remember, the paramedic was waving the smelling 
salts under my nose. 

Jackson pushed his way through the people clus-
tered around me. He kneeled down beside me, and 
asked me, “Do you have the chip?” 

I tried to focus on the question. What chip? Nora 
had said something about a chip. “What do you 
know about the chip?” He asked again. 
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“I don’t have any chip.” I answered. 

A CIA officer parted the crowd, holding Scruffy.  
“Give me my dog,” I demanded. The man ignored 
me and waved a device over her back. It began to 
beep. 

“Here is your chip,” He said. “How long have you 
had this dog?” 

“I got her two months ago. A man had her over by 
my office. He wanted to take her to the pound to be 
put down. I rescued her.” 

Jackson took the dog from the officer and handed her 
to me. “Can you describe the man who gave you the 
dog?” 

I nodded. 

 “I believe he injected the chip into the dog before 
escaping.” 

“You mean all of this happened because of Scruffy?” 

 “I’ll try to explain later. Nora and Tom were corpo-
rate spies who wanted to sell the chip to North Ko-
rea. It contains, uh… secrets.” 

 “Get her down to the vet, have that chip removed.” 

A day later, Scruffy was home. I was recovering 
from my ordeal. I had been treated for shock and had 
a small bandage on my neck. I had described the man 
for Jackson, and the other CIA officers. 

I had later learned that Scruffy’s  previous owner 
was a chemist who had been working for the US mil-
itary. His work had been compromised and he had 
felt threatened enough to run away with the chip.  I 
had just happened onto him as he tried to safely un-
load his burden. He still had not been found and his 
life could be in danger. He was trying to travel light 
and could not keep the dog, but had seen the benefit 
of hiding the chip in her. 

I was mulling all this over while lying on my sofa. 
My living room had been restored compliments of 
the CIA.  Looking at it now, it was hard to believe 
what had gone down here on a routine Saturday 
night. 

I heard a knock at the door, and Scruffy began to 
bark. I went to open the door, finding Jackson stand-
ing on my front porch. 

I opened the door and invited him inside.   

“How are you holding up? 

 I shrugged, “I’ll survive, I guess. I am shell shocked, 
I suppose.” 

“You haven’t had any more visits or strange things 
happening have you?” 

“No, it has been pretty quiet. I have had a nightmare 
or two though.” 

Jackson nodded and took my hand. 

“Look, I have to report back to D.C. this afternoon. 
Maybe you could fly up and visit me sometime. I’m 
sorry about all this mess. I was afraid they would 
eventually try to hurt you. I hung around to protect 
you, and I guess I have gotten attached to being 
around you”  

“I would like that.” 

He kissed me gently and was gone. 

I smiled as I watched him go. 

I am a real dog lover, and all of my 

friends’ dogs make it into my stories.  

This is the real Scruffy, whose mom is   

Sarah Dallaire. He passed over the    

Rainbow Bridge this  last July. He was 

a very good boy. 
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THE BLACK HORSEMAN 
Saga of the wiley jones family of Paulding 

county Georgia 1837—1899 

Volume one 

BY PAT HARDIN 

EDITED BY CANDACE HARDIN LITTLEJOHN 

Available  for purchase at theblackhorseman@gmail.com or bohemianrenaissance@gmail.com 
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FEATURED ARTIST 

PEGGY ANN HARDIN FENDER 

 

“LIFE BEATS DOWN AND CRUSHES THE 

SOUL AND ART REMINDS YOU THAT 

YOU HAVE ONE.  TO SEND LIGHT  INTO 

THE DARKNESS OF MEN’S HEART - 

SUCH IS THE DUTY OF THE ARTIST.”  

STELLA ADLER 

BORN MARCH  3rd 1938—DIED MAY 29, 2019 
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I wanted to write something profound that would embody the 
woman that my Aunt Peggy was and how she loved to create and 
paint. I quickly found that words are not enough to show the 
person. I will try to show the person that she was by photographs 
and observations of her life. 

 

 
 

Peggy was an  extreme daddy’s girl. 

She is shown here with  E. Cliff Har-

din, her father. 

Losing him at 59 affected her deeply 

and she never  really got over it. 

Peggy had two  brothers, Paul 

on the left, Billy on the right. 

She is survived by Paul.  

The family lost Billy in 1968 to 

an accidental gunshot wound. 

He was 27 years old.  This was 

another factor in Peggy’s life 

that remained on her mind. 
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While attending Western Carolina    

College, Peggy, who also was a very 

talented seamstress, won best dressed 

on campus. 

 

She later married Ben English 

(now deceased.) and had two 

children, Tim and Sandy. 
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Peggy, shown here with her 

Mother Mary Riley Hardin. 

Peggy cared for her Mother 

until she died in 2013. She 

was beside her and held her 

hand until she passed. 

Shown here with her husband 

Conley. They traveled to art shows 

and car shows together. 

Peggy won many awards at the   

different art shows. 
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Taken from a picture in a magazine, Peggy loved it and recreated it on 

canvas. 

One of Peggy’s prize winning pieces. She loved to paint  very intricate pieces  with 

minute detail. 
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This is the one that Peggy called her masterpiece. 

This is the last piece that Peggy gave 

me. It is a little bird. I always said 

she was my little bird. She was frag-

ile and happy with her art, and her 

world.  

The Saturday after she died, a little 

bird, just like this one, approached 

me  in a parking lot. The bird 

twerped loudly until it got my atten-

tion. I tried to catch it, I thought it 

was hurt. The little bird twerped and 

hopped around for me to chase. I be-

lieve this was Peggy’s   spirit letting 

me know she was happy and free. I 

will miss her so much. 
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GRANDMA GOES TO COURT 

JAMES F. DAVIS 

 

My mother, Mary, was the daughter of Catherina Scholar, an illiterate immigrant peasant from Ukraine. The 

family name Scholar is proof that God has a sense of humor.  

Further proof is that Mary graduated at the top of high school class at age 16 and was awarded a full college 

scholarship – available only to US citizens. 

There was one problem. The scholarship was contingent on Mary proving that she was an American citizen. This 

required a birth certificate. My mother did not have one although she was told that she was born in September 

1918 in New Britain, CT. 

According to my grandmother, Catherina, on September 25th 1918, her water broke shortly before her lunch break 

while picking potatoes at a nearby farm.  She went home, gave birth to Mary, delivering her by herself, her eighth 

child. She had plenty of practice.  

Katharine washed the bloody sheets so her other children would not be alarmed when they came home from 

school, hung them out to dry, left the newborn with a neighbor, and went back to pick potatoes for the rest of the 

afternoon. After all, she was paid by the bushel and she needed the money to feed her kids because her husband 

did not believe in gainful employment. But that is another story.  

Fast forward 16 years later to Hicksville, NY. A school administrator explained that if the Scholars could find 

someone who lived in New Britain in 1918 who would be willing to testify in court that Mary was born there, a 

judge might issue her a US certificate of birth. 

The problem was that the family had moved from New Britain to Hicksville, Long Island, New York when Mary 

was five.  It had been more than 10 years since they had lived in New Britain.  

Since Catherina thought education was important, she had Mary write letters to people to whom she knew in her 

old neighborhood, explaining the situation. One replied and offered to have them stay at his home overnight and 

then go to the scheduled court appointment with them the next day to testify.  

The day before the scheduled court hearing, mother and daughter took the eight hour train ride to New Britain. 

They walked from the train station. As they approached their witness’s home, it was all lit up with candles. How 

nice, a homecoming party.  

Her witness's daughter met Catherina and my mother at the door and brought them into the dining room. What a 

surprise! Their witness was laid out on the dining room table in a casket with candles all around. 

What could they do, given that their witness was now at room temperature? Someone suggested they take a copy 

of his obituary in the morning newspaper to the court hearing and explain their situation to the judge. Maybe he 

would have a kind heart and waive the required witness.  
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Once apprised of the situation, since Catherina spoke very little English, the judge asked Mary to translate 

some questions for her mother and the replies.. If she was able to convince him that she lived in New 

Britain in 1918, he said he would give Mary a certificate of birth. 

The only problem was that Catherina had lived in a Ukrainian ghetto in New Britain. Therefore she was not 

very conversant on what was happening in the society pages in New Britain in 1918 or much else. Things 

did not go well.  

And they got worse when the judge asked Mary to ask her mother if she, Mary, was a legitimate child of 

Catherina. Mary said she could not ask her mother the question. But the judge insisted that he had a good 

reason to ask such an intensely personal question. 

Upon hearing the translation, Catherina, five foot tall, 100 pounds, looked up at the judge. Her eyes 

widened in surprise, then narrowed as her jaw tightened . . . and threw her best right hook at his jaw. The 

judge’s head snapped back. He fell backward with his swivel chair and landed flat on his back.  

All hell brook loose in the courtroom. The police bailiff went to restrain, cuff and arrest my grandmother 

who stood over the woozy judge shouting indignantly, “What you t(h)ink? What you t(h)ink?” Her 

daughter Mary stood horrified. 

Keeping his distance from the 5’, 100 pound female version of Mike Tyson, the judge looked up from the 

floor at the then 16 year-old daughter, rubbed his jaw, and said, “Tell your mother I believe her! I will issue 

you a certificate of birth!”  
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    Josephine  by  Sue Holmes 

 

Twas December Aunt Joe came to Augusta, Ga. 

from the North Georgia hills of Dahlonega, 

via ambulance along with my sister Betty 

riding with her, helping keep her steady. 

Seeking help which doctors couldn’t deliver, 

saying she couldn’t live without a liver. 

Diagnosed with hepatitis, acute, severe-- 

sometimes she was comatose, sometimes clear. 

She told me while taking her pills 

that gold was found in those hills. 

I smiled, not thinking what she said, 

brushing silver, black locks on her head. 

Her sad brown eyes betrayed her smile, 

her tender nature, so meek and mild, 

never angry for suffering so miserably, 

still hanging on with such dignity. 

I visited Aunt Joe everyday, 

while on her deathbed she lay, 

manicured her nails and brushed her hair, 

straightened her bed while I was there. 

I asked her if she knew the Lord. 

She said she did but couldn’t afford 

clothes for church and time to be, 

away from work and her family. 

Her life was spent caring for others, 

an invalid mother, and her two brothers. 

Nursing mother and brother to the end, 

a faithful daughter, sister, and friend! 

 

     A Sign of Love 

Her brother came to say goodbye, 

a little bitty tear in his eye. 

Embracing her on the bed, 

leaning low, no word was said, 

only nods and grunts and a runaway tear 

slipping down her cheek as he drew near. 

Hands moved quickly, intriguingly. 

You could see the intimacy. 

A gesture of love, he did impart. 

His hands portrayed a perfect heart. 

He signed to her, “I love you!” 

And she signed, “I love you too!” 

As he stood near her, I beheld 

a sign of love between them unveiled. 

In her eyes there was no fear. 

How comforting to have him near, 

willing to do whatever he could. 

Smiling at her, she knew he would. 

Her mouth kissed his hand tenderly 

and she let go eventually. 

Motioning goodbye, he was off. 

Immediately, she began to cough, 

and spit and drool that blackened stuff 

which obviously was only snuff. 

We cleaned up that dirty mess 

as she slipped into unconsciousness. 
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THE DISCOVERY 

 

At the hospital on her last day 

tearfully, fearfully hearing her say, 

her hand reaching mine to take it 

“Oh, Sue, I’m not gonna make it.” 

Hugging her close, I said, “Oh no! 

You’ll get better, you will Aunt Joe.” 

She was so frail and dependent. 

It was obvious her death was imminent. 

She said, “I can’t bear giving up, 

though loneliness was my bitter cup.” 

When dark clouds hover above those hills 

the moon shines dim piped through stills. 

She loved her life, however sad. 

as the frog loves the lily pad. 

I had just gotten home and retired 

when the nurse called saying she’d expired. 

I barely had time to catch my breath 

as I rushed back in the dust of death. 

I looked at her; it was too much. 

Her body had the Midas touch. 

Suddenly struck by her words in my head, 

“Sue, thar’s gold in them hills,” she’d said. 

Little did she know what she told. 

In those hills, Josephine was gold! 

 

“But he knoweth the way that I take; when he hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold.” 

                Job 23:10 

SUE HOLMES IS 92 YEARS 

OLD AND HAS BEEN      

PUBLISHED IN  

THE SAVANNAH LITERARY 

JOURNAL. 
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      Heights   

         BY JANIE LACKEY 

 

On the top shelf of the pantry 

the cat-child sits, hunched over a book, 

warmed and lighted by the yellow bulb, 

snug in her smothery cave. 

 

In the kitchen she hears her mother 

chopping an onion, opening cans. 

The fragrant aroma of corn and okra, 

tomato, and beef soup fills the air.   

 

When supper is ready, 

she edges deftly down  

over the cans of tuna and beans, and leaps  

the last little distance to the floor. 

 

Unfolding her napkin, she 

crunches the hot cornbread, 

slurps the steaming soup, 

gulps the sweet iced tea. 

 

Later, climbing the fire escape 

to the top of the tenement, 

she perches on the roof ledge,  

frightening her mother. 

 

From this vantage she can see     

the tree house in the live oak,     

the splintered loft in the gray barn   

in her grandmother’s yard,      

       

the elevator in the hospital,     

the stone steps at the college,       

the lighthouse and bell tower,    

the gleaming balcony of the hall, 

 

the two-story house in the country,   

the plane ride over the ocean,    

the longed-for flight to Memphis,     

the dizzying heights       
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POETRY BY GEORGE PAYNE 

 

Does E.T. Have a Soul? 

What would happen to our understanding of  

humanness if we knew we were not alone? 

And does E.T have a soul? 

Parallel words and alternate realities. 

An abundance of creatures on earth; 

There could also be other beings,  

Even intelligent ones, that were created  

by God, brothers and sisters both. 

WITHOUT SAYING GOODBYE 

There are some friends who just go 

But we are not allowed to talk about it. 

I called for you. 

I put up posters for you. 

I checked Craigslist for you. I still call for 

you. 

And when I pull into my driveway, I look 

for you. Under the camper or in a tree. 

I look for you. Leaving my world without 

saying goodbye. 

 NO MATTER WHAT IT TAKES 

No matter what it takes, things bleed 

through. Like the Ho Chi Minh Trail 

flowing down as slender lines of            

intricately designed paths of molten lava. 

It was the jungle all along 

More than the enemy, it was that. Too 

steep, too long. 

A nether world of endless suffering. 

George Cassidy Payne is a poet 

from Rochester NY. He has been 

published in many times in various 

periodicals. 

George’s new book is now out 

on Amazon: 

A Time Before Teachers 
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Robert Seibert and Prints Plus Hayesville NC 
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TRI COUNTY OFFICE SUPPLY HAYESVILLE 
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BARED EXPECTATIONS 

A DECADE OF LOVE AND GROWTH 

IN VERSE 

BY 

CANDACE A. HARDIN 

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM 


